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Comprehension 1           (6 marks) 

Read all the information given about the children. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Name: Andy Spiteri        Name: Simon Sultana      Name: Greg Pace 

Age:       11         Age:         13                    Age:        14 

Hobby: Music (violin)       Hobby:  Photography       Hobby:  Writing Poems 

Pets: A Guinea Pig       Pets:  None    Pets:  A Dog (Labrador) 

Lives in:  Sliema       Lives in:   Pieta’            Lives in:    Mosta 

 

 

 

Now Tick (  ) the person that matches the information given. The 

first one has been done for you.  

  Andy Simon Greg 

1 He plays the violin.    

2 He lives in Sliema.    

3 He likes photography.    

4 He loves writing poems.    

5 He is 13 years old.    

6 He owns a Labrador.    

7 His surname is Pace.    
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Comprehension 2            (24 marks) 

LOOK OUT BUSY-BODY 

 
Do not deduct marks for spelling, punctuation and grammar errors as long as 
the student gives sufficient evidence of understanding. 
Deduct ½ mark overall for irrelevant information or phrases lifted from the 
text. 

Questions on Section 1            (6 marks) 

 

1.  Underline the best answer to complete the sentence 

i) Busy-Body was an (elephant, elf, eskimo).               (1 mark) 

 

ii) ‘Busy-Body was always poking his nose into everything.’  One 

word to describe him is (inquisitive, indifferent, worried)   

                                                                               (1 mark) 

 

iii) Busy-Body peeped here and poked there.               (1 mark) 

      

2. Read the following sentences. Put a T if the sentence is true, an 

F if it is false and an N if there is no information given in the 

passage.                                                          (6X½mark=3marks) 

a)  Busy-Body never kept secrets to himself. T 

b)  Busy-Body was ten years old. N 

c)  Busy-Body lived in Chestnut village. T 

d)  Madame Soapsuds used to live in Strawberry 

Hills. 
N 

e)  The removal men unpacked the van. F 

f)  There were clothes in the van. N 
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Questions on Section 2      (10 marks) 

 

3) What did Madam Soapsuds do before opening the door?(2 marks) 

Madame Soapsuds said a little rhyme before opening the door. 

 

4) What did Busy-Body do to avoid the broom?              (2 marks) 

      He was hiding behind the bush. 

       

5. Underline the correct answer 

How did Busy-Body feel after the broomstick landed?             (1 mark) 
(If more than one option is underlined, the sentence is to be marked as 

incorrect) 

 

overjoyed annoyed excited 

 

6. How was the weather that night?                                        (2 marks) 

    The weather that night was cold and windy.  

 

9. Give the meaning of these words in bold as used in the passage. 

Choose one of the following answers.                                       (3marks) 

 

  

 

Questions on BOTH sections       (8 marks) 

 

11. Which word in the text tells us that Busy-Body was an annoying 

person?  nuisance.                                                      (1 mark) 

    

     

dreadful:  it was a terrible night, an awful night, a horrible night, a 

shocking night.   

teased: they mocked, they joked, they pulled his leg. 

cling to stick, to hang.  
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12. Underline the  word that means the same as ‘scowled’.    (1 mark) 

(If more than one option is underlined, the sentence is to be marked as 

incorrect) 

frowned smiled promoted 

 

13. How do we know that the broomstick landed the following 

morning?                                                  (2 marks) 

In the text there is written, ‘When the sun came up’. 

14. How do we know that Madame Soapsuds’ Laundry was efficient 

and professional?                                                           (2 marks) 

Because people could take a bag of washing to her in the morning 

and have it back, washed, dried and ironed at teatime.  

  

15. Why do you think Madam Soapsuds did not let anyone watch her 

at work?                                                                         (2 marks) 

She did not let anyone watch her so that no one would know her 

secret and/or she liked to work alone.     

  

 

 


